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I WAS JUST THINKING:  It’s just a matter of time before they add the 

word “SYNDROME” after my last name. 

 

EDITOR’S RANT:   

Summers are great, aren’t they? You get to spend quality outdoor 

time in a relative state of undress. You get a long weekend every 

month unless, of course you work in retail, the service industry, 

accommodations, essential services, are on vacation, retired or 

otherwise unemployed. Winters are to be escaped from by the 

less hardy. Summers are what those less hardy escape to. If you 

head north looking for better winter weather around here, you are 

probably a very confused Australian who is unlikely to survive. 

Summers are like Halloween for grandparents. We get to put on 

bathing suits and scare the grandchildren. 

I look back fondly on my past summers. I recall my good fortune 

at not contracting polio like several of my schoolmates. My 

grandparents even smuggled vials Gamma Globulin back from 

New York for my sister and me (well before the Salk vaccine).  It 

was a time for 3 weeks at Victoria Beach on Lake Winnipeg, 

where there were no cars allowed in the community (everyone 

arrived by train and then walked). We put away our shoes the 

minute we arrived and didn’t put them on again until we were 

back at the station. Road trips, gopher trap lines, swimming in the 

creek were all part of my early summer memories. As I grew, so 

did my responsibilities. Summer meant final exams were over and 

I could put the nightmares to bed until December. This pattern  



 

 Rant cont’d. 

has persisted throughout my adult life every December and April, long after I wrote and aced 

my very last exam. Summer jobs were a necessity and I was extremely fortunate to have 

them over each of my eight summers as a student. I not only had jobs. I had great jobs! 

They ranged  from fishing guide on Lake of the Woods to Manitoba Mines Branch surveyor 

in the Northern bush, to a CBC television technician. Drive Ins, beach parties and weekend 

road trips were squeezed into the off-hours except when I was in the Northern woods.           

I didn’t ski in those years. The highest hill within several hours was the St James overpass!   

I hunted in the Fall and in Spring I just waited for summer. It was the time of the longest 

days, the warmest weather and mosquitoes that could carry off small pets. Winnipeg 

“sprayed” the entire city with poison in a losing battle. Somehow most of us survived 

including a lot of the pets and even more mosquitoes. It seems to me that the blood sucking 

bugs are actually smaller since the city stopped spraying! 

Summer was when Calli and I moved to Winnipeg, Calgary and 

finally to Edmonton where we built two lake cottages, and when 

our kids were born. We’ve made it through a lot of seasons – 

more than most, I think, but  summers are the ones I remember 

best. Sure, family Christmas gatherings rank right up there and 

every time of year spawns special memories. But for a season 

that represents only one quarter of the year, summer always 

packs memories way above its 3 month lifespan. 

So here’s to a Warm Holiday!  May it last a full three glorious 

months. May you create as many happy memories as we do. 

May your grandkids not plead with you to put on more clothes ! 
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AGING GYROS:    
The August calendar shows three Gyros on the 

“special” list. The following Dawgs are celebrating their 

birthdays during the Dog Days of summer: 

Dorne Hunt (9th); John Evans (10th); Bernie Kropp 

(16th) 

 

    



LAST MEETING:   Outdoor Bocci  

While our friends south of the border were blowing their fingers off on the 4th of July, the 

Gyro family was rolling balls across Gary and Carol Kleebaum’s yard.  It was officially 

deemed to be the first meeting of the new season. Forty three was the magic number who 

showed up at the Kleebaum spread for a summer afternoon of fun and frolic. Rikke 

Dootjes, our roaming reporter, confirmed that everyone had fun. Some  frolicked more than 

others. The weather took an about face from the predicted cold spell and the sun provided 

the warmth needed for competitive bocci. According to Rikke, Gary designed the food. Sid 

and Rikke were his slaves. Sid organized the bocci and served the food, while Rikke 

“prepared some of it—salad, beef on a bun with a delicious dip and fantastic deserts.” All 

were glad to see Jan Bradley and Bill Carter who have been having health struggles as 

well as Carol Lindner and Marion Phillips.  

The pictures that follow are much more effective in describing the day than more words 

could be.  

Thanks from everyone to the Kleebaums and to their slaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     “Woo! Woo!”     

 

 

   

MORE KLEEBAUM KAPERS: 

                  Thanks Gary and Carol 

The winners (Ray, Lois, Andrea and Dorne) got wine.   Runners up (Corrie, Al, Norma and John) got Jam? 

 

 

          Rikke’s “art” shot 



OTHER STUFF: 

MYSTERY GOLF—Wednesday, July 25th 

The day started the night before when the designated drivers were informed of their      

destination and then sworn to secrecy. The passengers were informed of the destination 

after they had arrived, for a special anticlimactic effect. Fortunately they all showed up at 

Cougar Creek Golf Course. 

Keith Bradley reports that the golf was equally punctuated by laughter and creative     

blasphemy, a sure sign of a great day of golf. 

Larry Klaus was the low gross winner shooting an actual 79. Al Gordon also showed that 

he is spending far too much time on the golf course with just 2 strokes back at 81.               

Herb Zmurchuk was low net shooting 86 with a 21 handicap. There were a lot of        

questions about his lucky 21 handicap.  

There were 22 Gyros and 1 guest participating this year. Plans for next year remain a   

mystery for now, of course. 

Thanks Keith for your stealth in making this happen. The absence of any photographic 

proof that it actually took place was a nice touch. 

NEXT MEETING:  
There is nothing official yet but the smart money is on the new executive starting the sea-
son off with the Annual General Meeting. Stay Tuned.  

HEALTH AND WELFARE: 

Rikke reports that last issue’s news is pretty much this issue’s news with the assumption 

that those who had health issues are continuing to improve. Let’s keep the trend going. 

He did send along some health related images to share. 

 

 



BERNIE AND BRENDA’S PICNIC BASKET 

On July 22nd about 45 people  of the  

Gyro persuasion showed up on  Bernie 

and Brenda’s  lawn. Contrary to rumor, 

the Kropps were expecting them. They 

brought all sorts of picnic stuff, including 

beverages, folding chairs, bug spray, and 

appetites for fun. The wind and cool tem-

peratures kept most of the guys out of 

their Speedos much to everyone’s relief. 

It was actually a typical sedate Gyro   

outing. At least that’s what the pictures 

show. A huge “Thank you” to Bernie and 

Brenda for again sharing their beautiful 

homestead with their Gyro friends. It will 

go down as a highlight of the summer.  

 



AUCTION ACTION 

Gary Kleebaum and Rikke Dootjes teamed up at the auction last spring to offer a     

fishing trip and shore supper featuring walleye. George Ward and Art Merrick took the 

bait and were the winning bidders. They caught close to a hundred fish, but threw all 

but six back, being the law abiding citizens that they are.  So if you are planning a trip 

to Gull Lake, they left you some fine fishing. Rikke reports a good time was had by all 

the humans at least. 



DO YOU REMEMBER? (THOSE WERE THE DAYS, I GUESS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      State of the art kitchen radio—AM only 

 

  

 

We all dressed up to fly or go to movies (or leave the house?)  

                            Pre-internet SPAM 



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

    

 

Seriously. As your prime minister I would get tough and    

crush our enemies.  Its time we tried some intimidation, 

and I’m just the guy to put them in their place. 
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Meanwhile NOT in Canada  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Again, the Russians are one step ahead of the NRA 
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SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT: 

 

To get those summer creative 

juices flowing 
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES 

 

 

 

 



HISTORY AS WE NEVER SAW IT 

  

   

           

 

 

 

 

 

                                    

                                 

 

         

 

 

 

 

       
 

Domestic differences over what is appropriate for 

formal family photos go back centuries 

                 MacDonald Hotel,  1915 

Morning Dove White , the great, great   

grandmother of Elvis Presley 

Ah, the days when North Saskatchewan river boats 

were RIVER BOATS 
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ANIMAL INSTINKS  

 

   



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A POTPOURRI OF PICS  
                                  

     

     

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                            

 

 

                                               

 

   A little food for thought... A group of wolves: The three in front are old & sick, they walk in front to set the 

pace of the running group lest they get left behind. The next five are the strongest & best, they are tasked to 

protect the front side if there is an attack. The pack in the middle are always protected from any attack. The 

five behind them are also among the strongest & best; they are tasked to protect the back side if there is an 

attack. The last one is the LEADER. He ensures that no one is left behind. He keeps the pack unified and on the 

same path. He is always ready to run in any direction to protect & serves as the 'bodyguard' to the entire 

group. Just in case anyone wanted to know what it really means to be a leader. It's not about being out front. 

It means taking care of the team 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 

 

 


